NEWS LETTER vol. 1 no. 2
April 2016

Meetings held at the Ermington Community Hall, River Road, Ermington, NSW 2115 on the 3rd
Tuesday of the Month. All Visitors Welcomed
Editor : See Ting Ho email :stho@optusnet.com.au
Minutes from the Mar. 2016 Meeting.
Meeting was opened at 8.04pm , with an enthusiastic welcome from President Dr Seong Tay.
Apologies: Ken Siew, See Ting Ho, Veronica Clowes, Peter Ng, Christine Rethers, Garrie & Lesley Bromley,
Henri Choo.
Prior to the meeting the sales table did a brisk trade, plants were benched for judging and judges were
organised.
There was no correspondence.
President Seong:- Described the raffle plants on offer tonight. These include choice plants like NFS Paph
sanderianum, Paph vietnamense, Paph wardii fma alba to name a few.
- Discussion was held about our move to a larger neighbouring hall and change of meeting
night. Secretary was instructed to contact Parramatta City Council to see if we could obtain the large hall from
the next meeting (April) on.
- Outlined the proposed show in conjunction with the Cymbidium Society at their Dural
Show. Committee to meet and draw up plans.
Seong introduced our Secretary, Gary who gave an outline of some of the different types of paphiopedilums.
Photos were passed around to the members to illustrate the different types and what classes they fall into on
the show bench. Classical, maudiae, multifloral, parvisepalum , brachypetalum and sigmatopetalum were all
discussed and examples shown.
The meeting adjourned for supper. (Again many thanks to our wonderful helpers)
Upon resumption of the meeting the President introduced our
guest speaker Craig Scott-Harden who presented a very
interesting and well prepared PowerPoint presentation on “What
Judges Look for when Judging Paphiopedilums.”
Craig used several species as examples to demonstrate how line
breeding has improved the flowers for shape, colour and size. It
was fascinating to see the developments that selective breeding
has produced. Craig emphasised the importance of shape and
colour in judging and the influences of parentage.
The 33 members present acknowledged Craig’s efforts with a
warm round of applause.
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Craig then presented to the meeting this months major winners
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from the benched plants.
Champion species of the night was Paph. charlesworthii shown by our Treasurer John McAuley. This was a
nicely coloured form. He was presented with his $10 voucher for the sales table.
Champion hybrid of the night was Paph Leyburnense “Magnificum” shown by John and Marie Bartlett.
This is an old hybrid of Paph spicerianum x Paph Leeanum and has stood the test of time.
Both John collected their $10 voucher for the sales table prize.
The raffle was next to be drawn ….. everyone was excited….. you don’t often get a NFS plant of Paph
sanderianum as a raffle prize. The excited winner was Peter D’Olier who had a very big smile on his face.
Next meeting will be on Tuesday 19th April in the same Venue at Ermington. A panel of growers will talk
on “Basic Growing Tips for Paphiopedilums. Hope to see you all there.
Sincere thanks to all those who pitched in to set up, pull down the hall, organise supper, judge and generally
lend a hand.
Meeting closed at 9.40pm
NB:- CHANGE OF MEETING NIGHT AND VENUE.
Starting with the MAY meeting (18th May) we will be meeting in the large Ermington Community
Centre on the 3rd WEDNESDAY of each month. Doors open at 7pm for set up with meeting start at
8pm.
Please come along early and help us set up the hall.

SUMMARY OF Craig Scott-Harden Presentation by Gary Hart
JUDGING PAPHIOPEDILUMS

Judging Paphiopedilums is similar to judging most plants. Condition, presentation, parentage and specific
traits are what judges weigh up as they compare one exhibit to the next. Those displaying the greatest number
of “plus” attributes take out the prizes.
Below is a summary of the points judges look for as outlined by Craig Scott-Harden at our March meeting.
General Principals:CONDITION: Healthy free from significant blemish and insect free
Clean Pot , staked if necessary below ovary.
COMPARISON: Judging is ALWAYS a comparison of what is present.
PARENTAGE:- With hybrids that are close to species the shape colour of the parents is an important
consideration.
In species if they have been line bred then you are looking for above the typical form of the species. (Size,
colour, shape)
In species there is always below typical, typical and above typical forms.
Specific Traits Assessed:When assessing flowers judges look for the following traits as outlined in the AOC judges recommendations
for Paphiopedilums.
SHAPE:- In ALL paphiopedilums shape is a major factor in judging
- Is the shape symmetrical (around a single vertical axis of symmetry.
- Is the shape – In species representative of that species

-

In hybrids commensurate with parentage
In classical paphs Circular in outline with well filled in overlapping segments.
SHAPE is worth Approx ONE THIRD of a flowers worth when judging.

COLOUR:- Is the colour sharp vibrant glistening fresh lustrous (GOOD)
Or – dull, blurred , colour broken(Uneven) (BAD)
COLOUR is worth Approx ONE THIRD of a flowers worth when judging
SO AS YOU CAN SEE SHAPE & COLOUR ARE VERY IMPORTANT AS THEY MAKE UP TWO
THIRDS OF WHAT JUDGES ARE LOOKING FOR
SIZE:- Is the size good for the species or hybrid. (this really only comes with experience and looking
at a lot of plants.) “big” is not always “best”
It is IMPORTANT to note SIZE is only worth ONE TENTH of a flowers valve when judging.
SUBSTANCE / TEXTURE:- Is the flower fresh, having a lusterous, glistening surface texture. Are the
flower parts firm and strong.
SUBSTANCE/TEXTURE is worth ONE TENTH of a flowers value when judging.
HABIT & ARRANGEMENT:- Does the flower have a strong upright spike held well above the foliage ? In
multiflorals are the flowers well spaced and presented.
H &A is only worth ONE TENTH of a flowers value when judging.
FLORIFEROUSNESS:- Really only applies to multifloral species and hybrids. Is the number of flowers on
the spike reasonable considering the typical number for the parents ?
FLORIFEROUSNESS is only worth ONE TENTH of the flowers value when judging.
CONCLUSION
Assess the shape and colour of your plants as a starting point.
Bring your plants to the meeting (even with blemishes – not with insects) and ASK the judges opinion.
ASK for assistance, comment, discussion, knowledge from the experienced
LEARN of ways you can present your plants better.
Questions????

MEMBERS HELP LINE....?
New Questions for this month
Bill Howse : Light conditions, level of shade cloth and how to judge and adjust appropriately?
Michelle Rose : How often to water & fertilise, recommended fertiliser and rate of application.
xxxxXXXXXXXXXXxxxx
Michelle Rose question last month:
Best beginners Paphiopedilum and why would it be recommended (obviously this is subjective but it would
be great to consider lots of opinions) - is there a particularly vigorous grower, a fast bloomer, something more
suited to the Sydney climate that doesn't need much coddling etc.
Answer from Gary Hart

Hi Michelle, I feel the best beginners Paphipedilum is Paphiopedilum insigne. It is a species orchid that is
very adaptable to climate and conditions. It grows quickly, flowers profusely and needs no special conditions.
It will grow cool in a glasshouse, bushhouse, outside under the shade of some trees…etc. Fertilize it
occasionally with slow release pellets or Aquasol and it will reward you. Once you have mastered it try to get
some of its hybrids like Paph Leeanum, Paph Nitens, Paph Invincible. ….and or some of the other cool
growing species like villosum and hirsutissinum. Good growing.
Answer from Rod Nurten
There are many things to consider before answering this question. First is the beginner, a beginner at growing
Paphs, or a beginner at growing orchids?
If the beginner is new to orchids the easy answer that satisfies all the requirements is Paphiopedilum insigne.
In Sydney it will happily grow in conditions suitable for Cymbidiums.
The only thing that it appears not to tolerate is being disturbed, either by being broken up, or repotted too
often. Repot it when it becomes too big for the pot by just potting on.
If you want to be a little more adventurous you could try some of the complex or so called “dinner plate”
hybrid Paphs. To grow these you really need as a bare minimum a covered shade house with protection from
the rain. To be successful you need to be able to control the water. I have grown these from flask to flower in
a shade house (laser lite roof, shade cloth walls), in the Hornsby district with winter shade house temperatures
regularly getting down to 5 degrees. They grew and they flowered but in these conditions they grew very
slowly. I also had some success with some Parvisepalum hybrids. The most important thing was to water
carefully in winter and try and keep the plants cool with adequate ventilation and/or misting on the hot
summer days.
Which hybrids grow quickly and easily? There is not an easy answer? Greens tend to be a bit more difficult
but having said that most crosses with Magic Mood seem very vigorous. Winston Churchill crosses are
usually good in the spotteds and reds. While I have found that many with Hellas in the parentage can be a
little touchy. It is really a lucky dip. If you are going down this path I would recommend you buy seedlings
rather than spending a lot on a quality plant. Seedlings give you the chance at a showbench quality plant
without too much financial risk.
Unfortunately those conditions were too cold for Maudiae types.
If you live in a warmer climate near the coast Maudiae hybrids will grow and flower more quickly than
complex ones if you supply the above mentioned conditions. If you live in Manly or a similar coastal suburb
Maudiaes are easy, if you get frosts in winter, Maudiaes without greater protection are no go.
Wally’s article in the first bulletin has just about all you need to know. After that you just need to make
adjustments to suit your local conditions.
My most important bit of advice; the secret to good culture is to match your watering to suit your conditions.
Paphs do not need watering as frequently as many people think. More have been killed by over watering than
for any other reason.
Answer from Seong Tay
For the absolute beginner, Paph. insigne is the best one to start with. It is the easiest of all Paph. species or
hybrid to grow. It is cold tolerant and grows easily in a shade house in Sydney with a b
it of extra shade. It is a very hardy plant.
Michelle Rose question last month:
Best time to repot?
Answer from Gary Hart
This depends a little bit on where you live, but, generally speaking Spring is the time to repot. Start in early
September and make sure you are finished by mid October. You can repot any time if your plant needs it, but
in cold or very hot weather the plant needs to be protected for a few weeks till the roots get moving. Try to
repot your plants at least every two years into new mix.
Answer from Rod Nurten
Repotting for complex hybrids is best from mid September until the end of October.
Answer from Seong Tay
Depends on whether you are potting on a small plant or dividing a mature plant.
You can pot on a small plant into a larger container any time, replacing part of or all the potting medium.
If dividing a mature plant, it is best to do so after it has finished flowering.

From Gary Hart
When repotting your paphiopedilums move them into a new
This Month’s Tip
pot that is the size of the root ball and not the size of the
leaves. Thousands of Paphiopedilums have died because they
were overpotted by growers who thought they were doing the
plant a favour. Use an open mix and tap the pot down onto a hard surface
and / or tap around the side of the pot to get the mix into most of the spaces. Do not ram
the mix down around the plant…you need those air spaces. If a plant has little roots put it into a
smaller pot than it came out of. The ROOTS determine the pot size…never ever overpot.

MEMBERS CONTRIBUTIONS
A REQUEST….Anyone one who has a spare piece (or knows of someone) of Paphiopedilum
Canberra 'Roundelay' or another clone of Paph Canberra…for Sale…Can you please let the
Editor know. A member from…guess where…Canberra is looking of one…so if you can
help..would be very much appreciated.

BENCHING RESULT FOR FEB 2016
IMAGES TAKEN BY P. & J. D’Olier
Best Species
Paph charlesworthii

John McAuley

Best Hybrid
Paph. Leyburnense ‘Magnificum’

John & Marie Bartlett

CLASS 5. Paphiopedilum/Sigmatopetelum Species
1.Paph. charlesworthii
John McAuley
2.Paph. barbigerum
John McAuley
3.Paph. charlesworthii
Jan Robinson

CLASS 13. Mulifloral Hybrids
1.Paph. Vedanta ‘Carpenteria’ x rothschildianum
REGISTERED NAME: Ved Rothschild!!
2.Paph. Unknown
3.Paph. Somers Isle x philippinense
REGISTERED NAME: Somers Phil!!

Chris Nidigal
Chris Nidigal
Chris Nidigal

CLASS 14. Sequential Hybrids
1.Paph. victoria-mariae x moquettianum
REGISTERED NAME: Avignon

Chris Nidigal

CLASS 17. Maudiae Type Hybrids
1.Paph. Ruby Fire
2.Paph.Tetrahold???not a registered name?

John & Marie Bartlett
Rod Nurthen

CLASS 18. Novelty Hybrids
1.Paph.Leyburnense ‘Magnificum’
2.Paph. Lady Light ‘Alba’

John & Marie Bartlett
Jan Robinson

CLASS 19. Other Cypripedioideae Hybrids
1.Phrag. Schlimii x pearcei
REGISTERED NAME: Carol Kanzer
2.Phrag. Green Hornet
3.Phrag Sorcerer’s Apprentice

CLASS 21. Novice Species
1.Paph, henryanum

P. & J. D’Olier
Daniel Coulton
Daniel Coulton

Bill Howse & Michelle Rose

15th-16th April 2016- Castlehill International Orchid Fair
19th April 2016 – Meeting Night - Panel discussion on "Paphiopedilum
Culture - Growing Techniques that work."
18th May—WEDNESDAY...Note Change in Date to Meeting Night..same
location...in the larger hall entry from the Car Park.

ARTICLES
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DEFLASKING PAPHIOPEDILUM......my way....by See Ting Ho

There are many ways to deflask paphiopedilum or for that matter any other orchids. I have used this method,
tried others and in the end, this method suits me best.
When I receive my flask, I generally deflask immediately unless the flask is not ready for deflasking in that
the plants are still too small and does not show good roots. This I will grow under artificial light until they
grow larger. You will need to inspect the flask regularly for signs of contamination as contamination can set
in overnight. If contamination set in, then there is no choice but to deflask. Occasionally when you receive
the flask, the agar or media are badly shaken up and broken up and is all over the plants, here too I would
deflask immediately.
The items you will need for deflasking are :
1. A thick layer of your daily newspaper.
2. A hammer

3. A pot large enough to hold the plantlets. I deflask into a community pot (Compot)

4. Potting mix. I use small size cocochip(60%), Perlite (20%) and Charcoal(20%). I also use small bark
(60%) in place of the cocochip. Both cocochips and small bark work well for me.
5. Fungicides if you want to use it. I use Fongarid or Previcur...which are mainly to prevent root rot or
damping off.

6. Some bubble wrap plastic or clear plastic, cut to size to make a cover to place over the compot. I cut the
plastic to size and tape it together with cello tapes.
7. Pen and Label and some tie wire.

Find a clean area to deflask. I do mine in the laundry where there is water available and the washing machine
serves as a bench.
PICTURE NO 1 shows a good flask of a Brachypetalum
hybrid...showing the nice big growth and the good root
system it has developed. The root system are not
overgrown nor tangled up, so it will be easy to remove the
plants individually.
When the root system are overgrown and tangled up,
sometime the roots are stuck together and trying to remove
them will cause the roots to break. Try not to break any
roots. Sometimes it is impossible to untangle the roots, in
this case, I will then just wash away the agar and put the
whole tangled mess into a compot and fill with the potting
mix. In a few months, the root will untangle themselves
through shrinkage etc.

PICTURE NO 2 demonstrate how to break the Flask without damaging the
plants in them.
Open a copy of your daily paper to the centre and lay the paper on a concrete
floor. Remove the Stopper from the flask, with one hand, hold the flask with
the bottom edge of the flask just sitting on the middle of the paper. Wrap the
paper over the flask, still holding the flask at an angle. Grab a hammer with
the other hand.

PICTURE NO 3.....aim the hammer at the top edge of the bottom of the flask.
With a firm Tap, hit it at this point. Just use enough force to crack the flask.
If you are not confident, give it a tap, if it does not crack, then increase the
force until you hear the flask cracking. When the flask has cracked, remove
the broken/splintered glass carefully, and you will then be able to remove the
plants and agar all in one piece as shown in the picture. Take great care in
removing the splintered glass as they are very sharp and will injure you
easily. After removing the plants, wrap the glass up in the newspaper and
tape it up well for disposal. With the tap running gently, hold the plants and
agar under the running water, slowly teasing away the agar. Gently separate
the plants as you go and plant them on a sheet of newspaper.

PICTURE No 4. Some people may then mix up a solution of the fungicide
they use and soak all the plants for a short period of time. I do not do this
simply because if I do this, I then would have to wear gloves to handle the
plants. I find working with gloves on is a bit cumbersome.
After this soaking (ie if you do it),sort the plants out, biggest to the smallest.
A flask generally have 20-25 plants. The plant size usually does vary, as
can be seen in this picture. Let the plant dry a little before you start potting
them. The newspaper will absorb away the water.

PICTURE No 5. I fill a basin with the potting mix and also the pot. I fill the
pot to about an inch or 25mm from the top of the rim. The pot I am using
here is a 150mm diameter squat pot. A Squat pot is a shallow pot. I then put
the pot on top of the mix in the basin, the pot is put at a slight angle as seen
in the picture, using the potting mix in the basin to achieve this. I then put
some more potting mix around the rim. I then place the largest plants in a
row, then slightly cover the roots of this first row with some potting mix. I
lean the plant as it is troublesome to stand them up vertically. Standing them
up vertically will easily be achieved and explained later on.

PICTURE No 6 With the next largest plants, start another row, again put
some more potting around the roots. Keep repeating this process until you
have potted all the plant. When you have finished, you will see that all the
plants are leaning to one side. What you then do is slow raise each plant in
each row to vertical, putting more potting mix around them so the stay up
vertical. Using your hands to tap around the wall of the pot will settle the
potting mix down and this will hold the plants up vertically.

PICTURE No 7. This picture now shows all the plant now staying vertical.
Write out your plant label and insert into the pot. You will not see the plant
label in the pot because I push it into the potting mix. I will now mix the
fungicide in a small watering can and thoroughly drench the plants and
potting mix. Leave it for a while for the fungicide to drain away.
I then put the Bubble Wrap plastic covering over the pot and using a tie wire,
I will tie it around the wall of the pot. I then take this out to my greenhouse,
finding the shadiest and dark spot and place it there. Each day for so, I will
untie the plastic cover, remove it and replace it again and tie it back. This is to
let fresh air in. After a week, I will than remove the tie and just have the
plastic cover loose over the pot. Leave this for another week, removing it and
replacing it daily to let fresh air in. This cover is then remove totally. This
two weeks is my method of hardening the plants to survive in a normal
growing condition.
I will also give it a first watering with a very weak solution of a fertiliser (about a quarter strength). It will
grow in this community pot for the best part of a year before transferring to individual 50mm pots.
I have found over the years of deflasking, that whether I use a fungicide or not has made no difference. I do
however use it if I do deflask in winter, just as a precaution.
You can vary things as you learn and have the experience. Some people would deflask straight into 50mm
tubes or a tray. I choose to do it my way as firstly, my space is limited, so having a compot does help in
conserving space. I can place my plastic covering over one pot, where as you will need a larger cover to try
and cover individual pots or a tray.
Some people will harden their plants off first by placing the flask in the growing environment for a week or
two. My hardening off period occurs when I have the plastic cover over them. They at the same time gets the
high humidity under the cover. This period is critical for the little plant to survive and acclimatise to your
‘normal’ growing condistion. This is especially so if you cannot provide the high humidity for them to settle.
The cover also help in preventing fungus and bacteria attacking the plant at this early stage.
Have a Go!
See Ting Ho

PAPHIOPEDILUM
SOCIETY OF NSW Inc.
LOGO

Society members we are in the process of coming up with a suitable LOGO
for our society. We would greatly appreciate it if any of our members
could assist with suggestions and logo production. I guess a map of NSW
could be a backdrop and a Paph with our name as part of the design. If
the logo is going to be reproduced on Shirts, badges etc it needs to be
attractive but not too complex. Hope someone out there can come up with a
great idea / logo.
Please send suggestions to the Secretary at:- GazH@bigpond.com

